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As institutions 

As departments 

As Reseach Support and TTOs  

As networks/associations/… 

As individuals  
(academic staff, researchers, students, …) 

Scientific Disciplines: ALL 

Industry Domains: ALL



Academia 
R&D 
Partners

Scientific Disciplines: ALL 

Industry Domains: ALL 

Let’s mobilise academia, speed up 
the applied research, provide 
multidisciplinary collaboration, 
cross-discipline fertilisation and 
functional business-academia-
innovation bridges, via this sample of 
projects, in these challenging times 
for all but for the better future of 
many more! 



Academia 
R&D 
Partners

A note for you, dear partners: 

- if possible, please type in chat your 
Name, Surname, Institution (eMail if 
open for public) 

- as we speak, please feel free to 
engage via typing suggestions and 
questions in the chat; 

- we will also have time for discussion 

PLEASE BEAR IN MIND 
that this is more a brainstorming and 
reflection session and your input is 
precious at this stage too! 



Potential 
perceived 
benefits?

Proximity to Companies of all kinds? 

Research testbed 

Applied science 

Methodology 

Publications 

Case studies, experiments 

Help your students and staff 

Open access science 

Technologies for distance learning  

Find tallent  

EIC covid platform 

…



Potential 
perceived 
contribution?

Assessment 

Training  

Methodology 

Immediate capabilities (advice, coaching, mentoring, guidance, facilitation, lectures) 

Accumulated knowledge 

Dissemination 

Strategy/Tactics/Operations/Projects guidance for complexity (adaptability) 

State of the art 

Business models 

Innovation and Innovation in context 

Circular economy 

Technology transfer (and its labyrinths) 

Best practices, positive deviances, copy-paste special 

Feasibility 

Business processes 

Industry-specific knowledge and science 

Problem-based, learning by doing, rapid reconfiguration of capabilities, 

… 



First 
engagement

Panels (multidisciplinary) 

For overall assessment of the 
projects/teams 

- Criteria 

- Needs Assessment 

- Profiling 

- Recommended improvements 
(short, mid, long term) 

- Wrapping up a report 

- Communicating with the teams/
matchmakers/account managers



Second 
challenge Big picture overview and 

creative solutions 

120 teams (Devpost) 
One on one matchmaking 
How do we see the big picture?  

And maybe design a supply net 
and investor caleidoscope and 
reconfigure capabilities for 
greater impact with what is 
given?



Which  
ROLES  
do  
you  
think  
you  
can 
populate?



Next steps Reach out to us if you would 
like to be in ACTIVE role:  

- Who would like to do what 
and contribute how? 

- How can we meet in the 
middle? 

We communicate needs, roles, 
engagements as we go! - mind 
your mailbox or even better, join 
us in Slack workspace



Academia and R&D matchathon team 
Contacts: 
- Renata Petrevska Nechkoska, renata.petrevskanechkoska@ugent.be 

- Yulia Matskevich, yulia.matskevich@brunel.ac.uk  

- Urska Jez, urska@transformation-lighthouse.com

- Elitsa Bozhkova, elitsa.bozhkova@ec.europa.eu 
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